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Editorial
SAM members meet in ad hoc groups throughout the week.
These are self-organised for the pleasure of riding out with Club
friends. It's also a chance to catch up on what is happening in the
world and how fellow Club members are coping. Saturday
mornings are our time to welcome new members, organise First
Ride Assessments and help more bikers to become highly skilled
advanced riders. To do this the Guidance Secretary (Steve
Bennett) needs your help in ensuring that all Associates are
signed up as members and allocated to an Observer. It's a vital
job and we need someone to volunteer whilst Steve is away for 4
weeks from mid-September. Can you help us out?

In this week's newsletter we start off with a notice for the
Bakewell Classic Bike Show. COVID safe and under-16s get in for
FREE! The debate on changes to the UK Highway Code rumbles
on. The UK Government has now published its summary of the
consultation, recognising that whilst the proposed changes are
laudable they bring as many problems as they are trying to solve.
There's still time to have your say, so why not read the
conclusions and tell them what you, or your IAM RoadSmart
representatives, think about them. New EU proposals to introduce
'speed limiters' appear to be causing a stir. Whilst there would be
'zero tolerance' of drivers who break speed limits, there would
also be a massive drop in revenue from the majority of drivers
whose speed limiters are active throughout their journeys. With
more people working from home and travelling less there is an
increase in the popularity of 'per-mile' insurance cover. For bikers
who ride limited miles this might be a sensible option. Heard
about the biker who recovered his stolen motorcycle by using
Apple Airtags? No, well you can read about it in this week's
newsletter. After six deaths, eight Royal Parks have now banned
e-scooters. There doesn't seem to be any controls on these
motorised vehicles that might be just as dangerous as putting
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bikes in the hands of untrained, unlicensed riders. When will
authorities learn that sometimes the public road users need
protection from themselves and relying on over-burdened police
officers isn't the solution. There's lots more for you to read.

To ensure that anyone interested in SAM CLub activities can stay
informed, the SAM and Survival Skills newsletters are also on the
SAM website. So, everyone can read, enjoy and share. Send the
link to someone you know to help them stay up to date with SAM
Club news too. Until next week…

Stay healthy and ride safe, Ed.
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SAM News

Saturday morning rides are always very popular - come and join
us, 9am every week, at Meadowhall Retail Park Sheffield S9 2YZ…

Ride safe!

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...
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Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually held for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Monthly Club meetings will resume as soon as it is safe to do so.
Watch this space for details.

If you're out & about on your bike this week, please consider
carrying our Biker I.C.E. Card. It gives
emergency services staff vital
information about the right treatment
for you, should you be involved in an
accident.

https://iam-sheffield.bike/biker-i-c-e-card/
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SAM Social Media

We are pleased to announce special guest 3x TT winner, MGP winner and
ex motorcycle Grand Prix racer, Alex George will be joining us at Bakewell
Classic Bike Show on the 29th August! More information...

Get your tickets on the gate

Standard Adult Ticket – £5 OAP Ticket – £3 Children – under 16 go free
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The idea of the possible
Highway Code changes, if they
are accepted and become law,
seem to be to restructure road
use to favour less polluting
vehicles and to encourage
more walking, cycling and even

motorcycling over car and heavy goods traffic. This should
hopefully reduce pollution and road traffic by encouraging people
to get out of their cars and try alternative modes of
transportation. In order to achieve this end, the government has
proposed some changes to the Highway Code. It's more about
the priority of road use, with groups the government wants to
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encourage to move to the top of the hierarchy to have the most
advantages. Read more…

Drivers will have 'no leeway'
on speeding in the UK under
new EU driving law
DRIVERS of company cars
should have "no corporate
leeway" on speeding when
new EU limiter technology is
installed in cars. Peter Golding, managing director at FleetCheck
said firms should be taking a “zero tolerance” approach to drivers
who break limits. The new rule means all vehicles sold in Europe
from July 2022 will need to be fitted with an intelligent speed
assistance (ISA) tool. Read more…

PER-MILE INSURANCE
LAUNCHED IN AMERICA -
THE FUTURE OF
MOTORCYCLE COVER?

A new type of motorcycle
insurance has been
launched in America by
VOOM & Markel, which

charges riders per mile that they ride.
A worlds first insurance policy has been launched in America by
insurtech firm VOOM, which charges you per-mile you ride (as
opposed to a set monthly/yearly premium). This is huge news for
those who may be casual riders, those who own far too many
motorcycles, and those of us without a crystal ball who have
literally no idea how much we'll end up riding in the coming year.
Read more…
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ALL-IN-ONE SECURE
MOTORCYCLE PARKING,
CHARGING & STORAGE WITH
BIKERS GUARDIAN

This could be the future of safe
& convenient motorcycle
parking, with built-in bike
charging, a storage locker and top security facilities. ALL-IN-ONE
SECURE MOTORCYCLE PARKING, CHARGING & STORAGE WITH
BIKERS GUARDIAN This could be the future of safe & convenient
motorcycle parking, with built-in bike charging, a storage locker
and top security facilities. Read more…

Adventure bikes. Built
for exploring, on a
range of terrains. And
since actor chums
Ewan McGregor and
Charley Boorman
circumnavigated the
world, went up and
down it, and did a

whole load of other tomfoolery for the telly, adventure bikes such
as the benchmark BMW R1200GS have enjoyed a huge surge in
popularity. Read more…

UK Government responds to
Highway Code Consultation

Keeping our roads safe for
everyone, and in particular
vulnerable road users, is a main
priority for the government.
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Everyone has an equal right to use the road, and they should do
so in a safe, considerate and responsible manner. It is therefore
important that The Highway Code keeps pace with change and
reflects the safety needs of the most vulnerable road user groups.
This was a priority identified in the outcome of the Cycling and
walking investment strategy safety review: call for evidence.
Read more…

New EU speed limiter tools could
soon affect UK car insurance
prices

NEW EU speed limiter technology
which could soon be installed in
new road cars sold in the UK may
affect car insurance prices.

Experts at Confused.com warn insurance premiums “could be
reduced” if speed limiters are found to dramatically reduce the
number of accidents on the road. The specialists said if the
technology was found to reduce accidents there would be “fewer
car insurance claims” made. Read more…

ARE APPLE AIRTAGS A CHEAP
OPTION FOR AN ANTI-THEFT
MOTORCYCLE TRACKING
DEVICE?

After a motorcyclist recovered
his stolen bike with the help
of an Apple AirTag, we
ponder if this small cheap device could be used for recovering
bikes. A motorcyclist in Washington, USA, was able to recover his
stolen motorcycle earlier this week, solely through the use of a
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small tracking device from Apple - the ‘AirTag’. It’s not quite the
norm of motorcycle security, but it’s done the job and got a fella
his bike back on this occasion! Read more…

EXCLUSIVE: E-Scooters to be
banned from London’s Royal
Parks after six UK deaths

The Royal Parks charity –
which is headed by Prince
Charles - has banned
E-Scooters from eight parks,

stating the devices present "an unacceptable risk to pedestrians"
due to their speed. E-Scooters are to be banned from London’s
Royal Parks, despite pleas from environment campaigners. The
charity that runs the eight parks made the decision due to safety
fears. More than 50 towns and cities in England are running
rental e-scooter trials. It is illegal to ride private devices on public
roads and pavements. Trials began in London in June, but riders
have not been allowed to enter the city’s most famous green
spaces, including Hyde Park, Green Park, and Kensington
Gardens. Read more…

Top 10 Things To Look Out For
When You’re Riding Your
Motorcycle

External Vigilance is the price of
freedom

There are way more than ten
things to look out for when you’re riding your motorcycle –
probably closer to 10,000 – but these are our top ten. Look out
for them, because they’re not looking out for you. And even if
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they were, they wouldn’t see you because you’re invisible.
Remember it. Read more…
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10 MUST HAVE Motorcycle
Accessories!

Watch here…

Warning of 'grave impact' on road
safety amid driving licence medical
backlog

An estimated 200,000 motorists are
awaiting medical assessments for
driving licence applications

Over 200,000 motorists are awaiting medical assessments for
driving licence applications, says the British Medical Association,
which warned of the potentially "grave impact" on road safety if
people bypass their GPs in favour of independent practitioners.
Read more…
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Drug drive: Police action

Police officers carry testing kits which
they can use at the roadside for some
illegal drugs.

They may make you do a ‘field
impairment test’ in which they will ask
you to perform a series of tasks, such
as walking in a straight line.

If they think you are unfit to drive they can detain you for further
blood or urine testing at a police station.

What's it worth? https://sysrp.co.uk/drugdriving

We are big fans of the National
Emergency Services Museum, so
check out today's Bargain Hunt
episode to find out more!

What would you risk for a high?

Your job? Your family? Your licence?

Drug driving could cost you
everything.

Why risk it?
sysrp.co.uk/news/dontdoit
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In case you didn't know - here are
the drug drive penalties:

A minimum one-year driving ban

An unlimited fine

Up to six months in prison

A criminal record.

Your driving licence will also show
you’ve been convicted for drug
driving. This will last for 11 years.

The penalty for causing death by dangerous driving under the
influence of drugs currently stands at a prison sentence of up to
14 years. Read more...

Transition to secondary

Secondary pupils like their
independence......but are they
prepared for that new journey?

Check out our parents guide for
transition for hints & tips
sysrp.co.uk/news/parentpage

VINTAGE WEEK:

How many of these road safety
campaigns do you recognise?

Have a look @THINKgovuk
website to see many

more...https://www.think.gov.uk/about-think/story-of-think/

#TuesdayTrivia #barnsley #doncaster #rotherham #sheffield
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Around the motorcycling web

There has been yet another
change to the MotoGP calendar
for 2021. As had been expected,
the Malaysian Grand Prix
scheduled for October 24th at
the Sepang International Circuit
has been canceled.

In its place will be an extra race
at the Misano circuit in Italy. Misano will be the second circuit,
after Portimão, which will host two races this year, but not back
to back.

Unlike the Portuguese circuit, however, Misano will host its
second race five weeks after the first, rather than six months
later. This change looks like being the final alteration to the 2020
calendar. Read more...

Whether you’re trying to save
a few bucks, or you just like
the challenge of doing
everything yourself, at some
point you’ll probably consider
painting your own motorcycle.
But not everyone has their
own air compressor at home,
or a spray booth and a decent
spray gun.

But who says you can’t paint a motorcycle in your home shop
with aerosol paint? Okay, you might not get the same result as a
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professional painter with a spray booth. It won’t be as durable as
modern, two-part automotive paint. And you’ll probably spend
time and money stripping it off and sending it to a professional
after you change your mind. Read more...

Motorcycles and Indiana Jones have
been synonymous with each other
since Raiders of the Lost Ark. Of
course, seeing Harrison Ford riding
motorbikes in ancient ruins left an
impression on moviegoers. One of
those moviegoers was Hollywood’s
go-to motorcycle guy Justin Kell. He

loved being on set and seeing Ford in full Indy mode, but there
was one recurring hilarious moment. Kell recalled a major
distraction while working on the set of Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull. Read more…

ULEZ expansion: majority of
Londoners reconsider transport
options

ULEZ is due to expand in October
2021, seeing more Londoners face a
charge for their high-emission
vehicles. This year, we thought it was more important than ever
to see how the zone has affected Londoners and how they feel
about the expansion.
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If you’re thinking of getting back on
your motorcycle after a break or if
you are new to biking, safety is
always a concern. Here some of
Bikesure’s experts offer some timely
advice about motorcycle safety.

And, as you will see, it’s advice
worth considering as we have

spoken to Bikesure ambassadors Carl Fogarty, a four times world
superbike champion, motorcycling vlogger Kate Ralph, also
known as UsernameKate, and two of the insurance company’s
biking mad managers, Rob and Tom. Read more…

In its early days, “gasoline” was
simply that fraction of crude oil
that boiled off in a temperature
range of 86–437 degrees
Fahrenheit. That simple definition
existed because such a fuel
evaporated easily enough to allow spark-ignition engines to start
and run, and because that was how the fuel was manufactured:
by boiling it out of crude oil in a tall fractional distillation tower.
Fractions of lower volatility, such as diesel, light lube oil, heavier
lube oils, and so on, boiled out at progressively higher
temperatures. Read more…

A Torque Curve for Every Purpose

What makes engine torque curves vary so
much, and why?
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For commercial engines, a manufacturer carefully designs and
builds a product that delivers the torque curve needed for the
defined application. In racing, the “thousand monkeys” effect
quickly finds what works best. Read more…

With these Six Products To
Keep You Cool For A More
Refreshing Motorcycle Ride
in your beauty arsenal you’ll
be as cool and fresh as the
Grossglockner – Austria’s
highest glacial peak! Your
skin will be protected,
revived, refreshed for the long and winding road ahead. Bring on
the heat! Read more…

How Mastering These Five
Essential Motorcycle Riding
Skills Can Keep You Safe And
At The Top of Your Riding
Game

If you already have a few years
to your record, then you’ve had

the chance to experience just how rusty your motorcycle riding
skills can get and how out of practise your riding can become
when you’re not using them. And often there can be long pauses
between rides from days to weeks or even months. Therefore it’s
best to keep your motorcycle riding skills especially those
emergency procedures honed, active and –close at hand. Read
more…
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Spain Is Deploying Drones To Monitor Traffic Violations

The issue of speeders, reckless
drivers, and other errant road
users has long been plaguing
the streets of nearly all the
cities across the world. We,
motorcyclists, can easily
succumb to the temptation to
twist the throttle just a little too much, and much to our dismay,
could end up with a fine to pay and a ticket to settle. In spite of
all this, however, modern day technology continues to play a big
role in keeping the roads safe. Read more...

New Study Analyzes Upper
Extremity Motorcycle Crash
Injuries

Unsurprisingly, helmets don't
protect your arms.

In 2021, riders have a lot of
choices in protective gear. No matter what decisions we
ultimately make, it’s generally accepted that helmets and other
proper protective motorcycle gear can reduce or even prevent
serious injuries. From helmet certifications, to Sharp safety
ratings, to abrasion tests and CE-level ratings on motorcycle
armor, there are a lot of considerations to take into account when
choosing how best to protect ourselves. Read more…
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Things to do with your
motorcycle this Bank Holiday
weekend

With coronavirus restrictions
lifted, events starting to creep
back onto the calendar, and
the promise of sunny
weather, this year’s August
Bank Holiday weekend promises to be special.

Now the Bank Holiday is upon us, here are a plethora of events,
meet-ups, travel locations and relaxing ideas to make your
extended weekend memorable. Read more...
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IAM RoadSmart News

Carrying on with our classic car tips,
this video shows the differences
between rear brake lights on a classic
Vs a modern car.

You can see how different they are,
and what you can do as a classic car

owner to ensure you are seen by other road users. #classiccartips
#classiccarlovers See more…

IAM RoadSmart warns of impact Covid-19
could have on your road safety if your MOT is
due soon

Act now if you have an MOT due, otherwise you
could be gambling with the your safety, the
safety of others, and your vehicle fitness.

Covid-19 is now impacting the health of vehicles due to a backlog
caused by Lockdown extensions and exemptions. More
information
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Want to become a safer rider?
Our Advanced Riding Course
can help. The roads can be a
dangerous place, even for the
most alert and cautious riders.
While you can never be 100%
safe, becoming an advanced
rider will equip you with the
skills to correctly anticipate,
and plan for, the hazards you
encounter on your rides. Find
out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.co
m/courses/advanced-rider

Take care and stay safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Extra bits

● Next SAM Committee Meeting: TBA
● Next SAM Club Night: TBA
● Autumn Breakfast Meet: October 2021 - details to follow.
● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the

basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
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request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
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through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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